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The Great Awakening 

You are watching a movie play out. Soon the movie will 
start to merge with actuality. 
 
The tipping point of the Great Awakening is when the masses realize that everything in their life has been 
a lie. And that a small number of people have been using subtle, yet effective means of coercion to 
subdue and trick the entire population. Fall was descent in ignorance, DP explains. 

"When Satan arrives at the end of the world, he will be left with nowhere 
to go. He will surrender." Sun Myung Moon 

Father Moon promised he will expose all crimes on earth when he goes to the spirit world. But the wake-
up process is very serious and delicate. Some big serious lies will be uncovered. Nasa, Cia, Disney, 
WW2, 911, Antarctica, Vatican, Mockingbird Mossad Media, Dumbs, Central banks, Fed, Synagogue of 
Satan, Black Triangles, The earth, Royal bloodlines, Frazzeldrip, Vril, Adrenochrome, and much more. 
This has to be unwound delicately for your own sanity. It's coming out drip by drip. Nothing at this point 
can stop it. 
 

Need of Ideological Victory in this Culture 
War 

"To eradicate the source of evil, end the sinful history of mankind, and 
establish an era of goodness, we first must clarify the motivation of 
Satan and the nature of his being." DP: The Fall 

Do you think we can build God's ideal world by ignoring the Cultural War, or by winning ideologically? The 
Kingdom of Heaven on earth is restored," when "Satan can no longer instigate any activity," for that, "we 
must understand the identity and crime of Satan and accuse him before God." (DP) What was his crime? 
Pedophilia! Is it an easy task to expose how spread satanism and pedophilia is today? Extremely difficult! 
As Rev. Moon told us, first we have to win ideologically, overcome the ignorance with the truth. Here is 
the model course for achieving that: 

How did Rev. Moon lay the foundation for victory over the Satanic Communism? By 
creating Washington Times and Victory over Communism. How did Communism 
surrender? Oh, the Washington Times exposed their crimes and lies. Why did Father 
Moon talk of UN army and the Alliance, fulfilling their responsibility to win over the 
nations on Satan's side? Washington Times fundraised millions to send stinger 
missiles to stop Communism in Afghanistan. Here we go - they SURRENDERED. 

This video reveals the CDC is a private corporation with Shocking 
Connections to Nazis, and the Cabal's depopulation program. 
 

 
 



 

 

Operation Wakeup 

How to uncover to the public all those magician tricks that have been played 
on humanity for decades 
 
The battle is won already, this is Operation Wakeup. Think all good spirit world mobilized by Father. "By 
the time things are made public, it already had happened, probably mounts before, or even years before." 
** So pay attention, but don't let anything consume you. Decades of brainwashing is slowly being 
unwound. (1) We never knew how vast the network of satanic control on humanity was. 

"Just as the earth's boundaries between nations will be erased, so will the invisible boundaries in 
the spirit world begin to fall." (2) 

The IRS is going down. The unlawful taxation too. The Supreme Court will be removed or restructured. 
It's just a matter of turning the switch off and making it public. The system for the quantum reset is already 
in set. School curriculums will include meditation and visualization, a more holistic type of education. The 
new system gonna take us away from the material way of thinking. 

You will be freed from the shackles of forced labor. The disclosure of 
the new tech will completely transform production, transport, medicine 
and education. The struggle for survival will no longer exist. Life will 
become so easy. (2) 

As we wrote before, "Quantum lip is not a simple advance. It is a real jump. It will be the end of unfair 
wages. It will be the end of the disease industry. It will be the end of criminal organizations and inefficient 
education systems... Abundance will finally manifest on this earth." Audio 

Soon we will fly fast to any point of earth, to moon, Mars and... This 
technology exist for a long time, but was kept secret. Totally human... 
GhostEzra 
 

Expose the Cabal Operatives 
 
Yes, Free Masons and Illuminate have local operatives in all areas and in the media, that will attack and 
smear you if you speaks the truth. They are really coming after you. But there is no real spiritual 
foundation behind them anymore. They are going down, so it's good that they are exposing themselves 
as part of the Cabal. 
 
World-over the military is taking over. The war with China's CCP was already over the end of the last 
year. We wrote before, why and how China is now being liberated from Communism. Soon Korea will be 
united. Much of what's actually happening is hidden for the masses. When you see arrests or death of 
elite people, this announcement is coming a year or two after the real happening. Many were already 
executed. 
 

The covid msm totalitarism collapses! 
 
What sick people rule the countries and the media? What sick people call slavery freedom? Even many 
members are victims of the all powerful mass media that has hi-jacked people's ability to think clearly. 
 
North Korea is already with the Trump team. After media is taken down with order 1395.. (they will loose their 

license). Parallel media channels will be opened, and the emergency broadcast will be used globally. (7) 

 

Exposing the falsehood of the Election process 
 

Lindell: "Everything will fall like dominoes after Arizona because of 
what they're gonna find.. we have the evidence, they're caught." 
Recount is ongoing, Trump never conceded. (3) 

 
As Gen. Flynn said, this is foreign interference. (4) Now there is absolute proof of the election fraud, using 
computers to hack the machines. (5) Military stood up after the election fraud in Mianmar. Many other 
nations will follow. For centuries the Cabal was completely controlling the elections. Democracy was just 
a theater to trick the masses. 
 

Expose the Vax Conspiracy 
 
Pro-vaccine doctor sounds alarm, "Stop vaccines now… they have made a grave mistake… the vax 
antibodies will destroy your entire immune system…!! But truth is, vaccines where always part of the 
Eugenics depopulation plan. How do you think we came here? Our ancestors had families with many 
children, while today many have difficulties to have their own child. Why did Autism increased with the 
increase of vaccinations? It's time to get it, Big pharma and the secular health system are enemies of the 
IMMUNE SYSTEM, enemies of GOD. 
 
CDC DIRECTOR JULIE GERBERDING ADMITS VACCINES CAN CAUSE AUTISM-LIKE SYMPTOMS 

Stop the Relentless Push of Free Sex and Pedophilia 



 

 

 
Here is a kid's TV show pushing pedophilia. (6) The Cabal's agenda was to tirre down the family unit bit 
by bit, until nothing of God's ideal of true love is left. Making humanity to accept transgender and 
pedophilia are the last steps to completely annihilate our God given consciousness and humanness. 
 

Expose the Child Sex Trafficking 
 
"Child Sex Trafficking is the Pandemic. Do your research of the millions of 
children going missing each ear." Lin Wood 
 
You cannot have a normal world if the richest elite love to have their red shoos made from the skin of 
small children. (7) This is going to be the next big disclosure. How sick it may go. Cemex, Heinz, 
TerraMar, McDonald's - all used for disposing of dead bodies of children. Yes, particles in the cement, in 
the food processing and in the oceans. So please tell me how easy it is to open the truth about the elite to 
the society. Please think of God's miserable heart. The all pain he has to experience since the Fall while 
these satanic Liciferians were dominating and doing all those horrible things to his children. What we see 
now is that the War on human trafficking is going full scale. That's a sign of God's side winning. 
 

 

We are Winning the Underground War 

"It's a massive, global operation; 2.5 million arrests." 
 
Cleaning operation. Military overtaking underground Cabal facilities all over the world. You can see all the 
satanic symbols they use and how vast developed is their underground system. 

 
The map of the underground 
explosions where the war is held 
for the Deep Underground Military 
Bases, where the Deep State is 
still hiding. See more 
 
As you can see in this video the 
Deep State has a system of super 
fast underground magnito-
gravitational trains that allow them 
to travel to any point on the earth 
fro less than an hour. The Alliance 
is taking those down, to block their 
free travel and prevent their 
escape. 
 
 

Fulfilling the sacred task of restoration 
 
"The True Parents have indeed come as the substance of truth and are fulfilling the sacred task of 
restoration. True Father has devoted his entire life for the sake of God's liberation and the salvation of 
humanity according to the heavenly will. He has revealed the truth about God, humanity, the world, 
history, the spirit world, the identity of Satan, and all the heavenly secrets. Some 500 volumes of True 
Father's speeches have thus far been published." Heavenly Bible 
 


